BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a new and distinct variety of Hybrid Tea rose plant, a seedling resulting from a definite effort to produce an improvement of this class of rose. The object of the present invention is to provide a rose plant of the Hybrid Tea class which is capable of producing quality cut flowers under greenhouse conditions.

The primary features of this new variety which connotes its distinctive advantage over previously existing types is its ability to produce flowers having a striking purple color from a plant which will continuously yield cut flowers under greenhouse conditions. It differs from its parents by having a deeper purple color flower and its ability to produce five to ten more blooms per year when grown in a greenhouse.

The variety of rose plant of the present invention was obtained at Gifu-Ken, Japan as a seedling from an unnamed seed parent and a pollen parent named 'Blue Moon.' The crossing was made in March 1987, the first seed of the crossing was sown in December 1987 and the first flower appeared from these seedlings in May 1988.

Asexual reproduction of this new variety in Wasco, Calif., by means of budding, shows that its unique characteristics come true to form and are established and transmitted through succeeding propagations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the accompanying drawings typical specimens of vegetative growth and flowers of the new variety are shown in different stages of development and are depicted in color as nearly true as is reasonably possible to make in color illustrations of this character.

FIG. 1 depicts parts detached from the plant including, progressively, in the top row, flower stems (in side view) having, from left to right, an immature flower bud with sepals still up, a flower bud with sepals partly down, a flower in correct stage for cutting, a flower in full open stage showing stamens, two flower petals, bottom petal showing underside, and top petal showing upper side of petal. No. 6 shows a typical stem branching pattern. Middle row left to right depicts a flower stem and receptacle with petals removed, a flower stem and receptacle with flower petals and stamens removed, a flower stem and receptacle split in cross section, a rose hip, five-leaflet leaf top view, a five-leaflet leaf under side view, and a typical flower stem with foliage removed.

FIG. 2 shows the flowers in various stages from a tight bud to an open flower.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DISCLOSURE

The following description was made during October 1994 of rose plants of the new and distinct variety growing in a greenhouse at Carlton, Oreg. Color designations are to Royal Horticulture Society Colour Chart.

Flower:
- **Flowers borne.—**Sometimes singly, usually three to a stem on normal strength stems averaging 24" in length.
- **Quantity of bloom.—**Abundant in greenhouse.
- **Continuity.—**Continuous in greenhouse.
- **Fragrance.—**Moderate.


**Bloom.**—Size when fully open: medium. 4" to 5". Petalage: double; from 24 to 30 petals; arranged regularly. Form: high centered at first; becoming open centered; petals at first loosely rolled outward, remaining loosely rolled outward at maturity.

**Petals.**—Medium soft; with inside satiny; outside satiny. Shape: Outer: Ovate with base flat. Intermediate: Ovate with round apex. Inner: Ovate with round...
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General color effect.—Newly open flower: uniform color throughout flower. Flowers three days open: center of flower is a little darker as outside petals start to fade slightly.

Behavior.—Petalas persist.

Flower longevity.—On bush in greenhouse eight days in July; cut flowers grown in greenhouse keep at living room temperature six days during July.

Reproductive organs:
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I claim:

1. A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the Hybrid Tea class found as a seedling from an unnamed seed parent and a pollen parent entitled 'Blue Moon,' characterized by the purple color of its flowers, which is maintained as flower opens, and its ability to yield flowers on a continuous basis when grown in a greenhouse, substantially as shown and described.

* * * * *